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Whenever a site is made, it is launched over the web through the technique called web hosting.
There are mainly two types of web hosting methods namely, dedicated & shared. Both have their
own significant advantages & disadvantages. In case of Dedicated Web Hosting, the client gets a
complete server space that is not shared by any other resource. It has greater advantages over
other methods. Though the dedicated web hosting is somewhat expensive but it renders multiple
benefits. In case of this kind of hosting, a complete server space is allocated to the client which is
not used by any other resource or site. Therefore, the owner has complete freedom to choose the
operating system, applications & hardwares. The hardware is owned by the client & therefore, is
responsible for its responsibility & management.

In the method of Shared hosting a single server space is mutually shared by a many clients.  Itâ€™s the
most easier, favorable & affordable web hosting solution with cost benefits for small businesses &
personal websites like blogs & SME. Also, the resources & server space can be shared easily with
other users when needed for accessing the website. Though there are certain aspects wherein
shared web hosting cannot stand high such as, for example, in this type of hosting the server space
is mutually shared by numerous clients, so the level of security offered is somewhat less unlike the
dedicated hosting which renders extreme security. Even firewall can be provided in dedicated web
hosting for increased security levels when the site stores confidential data. Still, Shared hosting is
preferable for small online business as its user friendly & inexpensive.

Talking more about the plus points of dedicated web hosting, it is superior from shared hosting
because of its superior stability and reliability. But still, Shared Web Hosting is still preferable as its
less expensive & a reliable type of hosting. Itâ€™s much more suitable for small businesses, individuals
& firms. A provision called bandwidth allotment packages in shared hosting makes it more even
popular amongst the users. It saves surplus money & lets the customers experience improved
hosting with better benefits.

Besides, the two kinds, other types of Web hosting are also available namely, Windows & Linux
hosting. These hosting platforms are also popular. Usually, Linux hosting is preferred over Windows
as the latter is very expensive due to the imposed prices of the Microsoft license. However, Linux
web hosting plans are much cheaper in comparison than windows. Also, some websites like PHP
run fast on Linux servers. Itâ€™s a secure & fast web hosting mode.

In General, whenever selecting a hosting category, whether dedicated or shared, we should
consider features like, bandwidth, downtime, Access to Control panel, Scheduled Backup Provision,
Security & other features. Today, a lot many companies offer reliable & secure hosting services. If
you are looking for dedicated & shared web hosting in UK, look no further than
http://www.dotsquares.com/designing/web-hosting-windows-linux-server-management-shared-or-
dedicated-email-management-domain-name.htm
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Dotsquares - About Author:
Dotsquares - Professional a web development company based in Hove,UK and covering the areas
of Brighton and Sussex. offers full range of fast and secured dedicated  & shared  a web hosting
services in UK. We also provide domain name registration and email management.
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